Ryarsh Primary School

RYARSH AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

Joe
Seahorse Class
We are soooooo proud of the progress Joe has made during his time in Year 1, but
in particular since January this year. Joe has become much more confident over
this term and is offering answers in front of the class more readily. He is really
focusing on his work and completing it to a really good standard.
Joe has worked so hard on his phonics and his reading and he has made incredible
improvements with it. He can now quickly recall his sounds and applies them quickly
and accurately when he is reading. He always joins in with group reading with
enthusiasm and is keen to read and answer questions in front of the group.
Due to Joe’s success with his phonics, he is now much more confident with his
writing—which he is now often doing independently. He always works super hard on
his writing in English and has recently written an AMAZING story.
Joe has worked hard on his numbers and can now count and write them
accurately. He quietly gets on with tasks in Maths lessons and can explain how he
has worked something out.
The reason Joe has made such FANTASTIC progress is because of his great attitude
and the super effort he puts into all his work. He has also contributed lots to our
animal topic in Science, answering some super tricky questions about amphibians,
reptiles, mammals, fish and birds.
Joe is a kind friend and is always there to help anyone who may be upset or hurt. He
will always help adults with jobs around the class and he is a super polite and well
behaved member of our class.
We feel that Joe truly deserves this excellence award this term. We hope it spurs you
on to continue to grow in confidence and do brilliantly in all aspects of your work.
We are EXTREMELY proud of you Joe. Keep up the great attitude and WOW-ing us
with all of your work. Well done :-)

Signed - Mrs Harris and Mrs Morris

